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11..  PPrreeffaaccee  

 

 

The field of Allergology has grown up enormously in the last decades, 

due to the increasing prevalence of the allergic diseases in general, particularly 

respiratory allergies: it is estimated that by 2025, 1 out of 2 adults will be 

allergic. This phenomenon is associated with an important socio-economic 

burden, due to direct (i.e., costs of drugs, doctor visits, hospitalizations, access 

to emergency department) and indirect costs (i.e., days of working absence). 

For these reasons, many research efforts are now focused on the study of 

molecular biomarkers, that  allow to diagnose the patients at an early stage, to 

formulate a phenotypization and a prognosis for the patients, and to identify the 

proper treatment for each phenotypes, according to the principles of the 

“Precision Medicine”.   

At the Research Laboratory of Immunology, Health Science Department, 

of the University of Piemonte Orientale "Amedeo Avogadro" (Novara, Italy),  

Prof. Dianzani and his team found an association between genetic mutations 

and polimorphisms of genes involved in the regulation of inflammatory 

processes in autoimmune diseases: among these, the gene of a protein called 

osteopontin, that seems to represent a good biomarker of immune activation in 

autoinflammatory disorders. 

Since in literature there are some preliminary and interesting data about 

osteopontin and allergic diseases, we decided to study this protein in a local 

cohort and to compare the results with those obtained from an ethnically 

different population.  
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22..    BBaacckkggrroouunndd  

 

 

2.1 Introduction on allergic diseases 

 

The immune system is represented by a complex network of molecules, 

cells, tissues and organs targeted to protect against different foreign organisms 

that are potentially harmful. Schematically, the functional organization of the 

immune system provides the maintenance of both a state of non-responsiveness 

to self molecules and a protective role against foreign antigens (not self). 

Besides the common peripheral tolerance mechanisms, such as anergy, 

idiotypic network, cellular apoptosis, anatomical segregation of self-antigens 

and clonal ignorance, the discovery of regulatory T cells (Treg) in active 

suppression of immune responses has been crucial. In 1995 Sakaguchi et al. 

discovered a population of CD4+ T cells characterized by high surface 

expression of CD25 and ability to prevent the onset of autoimmune phenomena 

in a murine model. Multiple studies have been conducted afterwards, in order 

to characterize Treg cells about their immunophenotypic and functional 

aspects, in physiological and pathological conditions [1, 2]. 

Currently, it is believed that quantitative and qualitative impairment of 

immune regulatory functions play a major role in the genesis of both allergic 

and autoimmune disorders. The role of Treg cells in the onset of autoimmune 

diseases is confirmed by the immune effects of thymectomy in the neonatal 

period in experimental murine models [3].  

  

The term "atopy" refers to the hereditary tendency to type 1 

hypersensitivity manifestations (according to Gell and Coombs classification), 

with a prevalent involvement of IgE antibodies isotype. "Allergy" is a 

pathophysiological condition characterized by an abnormal reactivity to 

particular substances (haptens) that are generally harmless in healthy subjects. 

[4, 5].  
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Allergic diseases are characterized by the tendency, in atopic subjects, to 

develop immune responses, in different body districts, with a specific 

polarization towards type 2 T helper cells (Th2) and production of IgE 

antibodies against environmental antigens that are commonly harmless. Several 

studies have demonstrated that atopic patients show a statistically lower 

percentage of circulating Treg if compared with controls; in addition, Treg 

isolated from allergic subjects are less effective in suppressing the proliferation 

of CD4+CD25- T cells induced by allergens. The deviation of naïve T 

lymphocytes towards Th2 rather than Th1 cytokine pattern (Th1 polarization is 

pathognomonic for autoimmune diseases) after exposure to allergens, may 

therefore be related to quantitative and/or qualitative defects of Treg cells. 

 

Allergies and autoimmune diseases are both characterized by 

multifactorial etiology, with an interaction between a complex immunological 

network (consisting of cells, cytokines, chemokines, growth factors, receptors 

and soluble factors) and environmental causes, on the basis of a genetic 

predisposition linked to multiple genes [6, 7]. 

Although HLA molecules are the best studied among genetic factors at 

the moment, but also other genes codifying molecules commonly involved in 

the modulation of immune responses may be involved [8, 9, 10]. In particular, 

molecules implicated in the down-regulation of immune responses have 

recently gained a great interest.  

In the Research Laboratory of Immunology, Department of Health 

Sciences, University of Piemonte Orientale "Amedeo Avogadro" (Novara, 

Italy), genetic mutations that may impair the process of the immune down-

regulation in patients with autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus 

erythemathosus (SLE), type 1 diabetes mellitus, systemic sclerosis (SS) and 

multiple sclerosis (MS) have been identified: among them, the gene coding for  

osteopontin [11-17]. 
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2.2  Osteopontin and its role in immune diseases 

 

Osteopontin (OPN), also known as bone sialoprotein I (BSP-1 or BNSP), 

early T lymphocyte activation (ETA-1) or secreted phosphoprotein 1 (SPP1), is 

a secreted phosphoprotein initially isolated from bone matrix in 1986. The 

prefix ‘osteo-‘ indicates that the protein is expressed in bone, even though it is 

also espressed in other tissues. The suffix ‘-pontin’ derives from ‘pons’, a 

Latin word meaning ‘bridge’, and indicates OPN's role as a linking protein: in 

fact, OPN is an extracellular structural protein and an organic component of 

bone.  

Nevertheless, OPN is also a pleomorphic and proinflammatory cytokine 

known to modulate both cell activation and cytokines production. The protein 

is secreted by a wide range of immune cells including activated macrophages, 

monocytes, dendritic cells, neutrophils, activated T and B cells, and is present 

at the sites of inflammation and in the extracellular fluids. 

OPN mediates different biological functions such as bone remodelling, 

macrophage response, cell migration, adhesion and it is implicated in the 

pathogenesis of several diseases including lymphoproliferative diseases, MS, 

rheumatoid arthitis (RA), cancer and other chronic inflammatory diseases.  

 

OPN is a member of the SIBLINGs (Small Integrin Binding Ligand N-

linked Glycoproteins) protein family, mapped to the human chromosome 4, 

and synthetized as a native 32 kDa polipeptide. The molecular weight however 

ranges between 45 and 75 kDa due to extensive post-translational 

modifications: proteolytic processing, glycosylation, sulphuration and 

phosphorylation. The protein has two calcium binding sites, two putative 

heparin binding domains [18], and multiple adhesion motifs which allow the 

interaction with many cell types including osteogenic cells of the bone matrix, 

smooth muscle, endothelial and inflammatory cells. OPN has an RGD 

(arginine-glycine-aspartate) integrin binding domain that mediates OPN 

interactions with αvβ1, αvβ3, αvβ5, αvβ6, α8β1, and α5β1 integrins [18-22]. In 

the carboxy terminal, the protein has a cryptic SVVYGLR (SLAYGLR in 
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mice) sequence that becomes exposed upon thrombin cleavage (Arg169-

Ser170) and mediates interactions with α9β1, α4β1, and α4β7 integrins [23-

25]. During inflammation thrombin acts on the cleavage site of OPN and 

generate two OPN fragments, N- and C-terminal (figure 1). There are 

functional differences between the two fragments and the full length protein 

[26]. The N-terminal (OPN-N) produced by thrombin proteolysis, is found to 

have a cryptic binding site (RGD domain), which is specifically mediates 

binding to α9β1 and α4β1 and cell migration [27-28]. The C-terminal fragment 

(OPN-C) binds to CD44 isoforms containing the CD44 v6 and v7 domains, 

inhibits IL-10 secretion and plays a role in cell-cell adhesion [29]. Moreover, 

we know that CD44 variants are overexpressed in several cancer types [30] and 

OPN-CD44 interaction has been found to promote metastasis in a variety of 

malignancies [31]. 

OPN costimulates T cell proliferation and it is classified as a T helper 

(Th) cell 1 cytokine because of its ability to enhance IFN-γ and IL-12, and to 

decrease IL-10 production. 

 

Particularly interesting is the high phosphorylation level of the protein. 

Some Authors studied OPN purified from human milk, using a combination of 

Edman degradation and mass spectrometry. They characterized the pattern of 

phosphorylation of the native human protein and found up to 36 phosphosites, 

whose 34 were phosphoserine and 2 were phosphothreonine residues. The 

phosphorylation status here described is higher than the one described in the rat 

bone OPN, this suggesting a tissue-specific phosphorylation and/or 

dephosphorylation, that is in line with the great variety of biological functions 

of OPN in different tissues and biological fluids [32]. 

Phosphorylations are particularly interesting since they seem to be 

correlated with OPN functional activity. For example: OPN phosphorylation 

has been shown to be essential for osteoclasts attachment and bone resorption 

[33] but also with hydroxyapatite formation [34]. 

Moreover, the interaction between OPN and certain cell receptors seems 

to be dependent on the posphorylation status, i.e. macrophages are stimulated 
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to express IL-12 through OPN-β3-integrin receptor interaction only if the N-

terminal part of the protein is phosphorylated [35]. 

On a clinical level, dephosphorylation of circulating human OPN has 

been shown to correlate with severe valvular calcification in patients with 

calcific aortic disease and with vascular smooth muscle cell calcification [36, 

37]. 

 

Independently on its phosphorylation status, OPN seems to be involved 

in many diseases. For instance, is highly expressed in several tumor types: after 

thrombin cleavage it can act as a pro-angiogenic factor [37-40] and the OPN-

CD44 interaction promotes metastasis dissemination of various malignancies 

[41]. 

 

Thrombin cleaved N-terminal OPN had been shown at high level in the 

synovial fluid samples of RA patients and its high amount was correlated with 

the the degree of disease severity [42]. Data obtained in animal models as well 

as in humans strongly suggest that OPN may play a role in the pathogenesis of 

MS [43]. Patients with MS display a variable clinical course, at onset, 

approximately 15% of the patients have a primary progressive form (PP), 

whereas the remainder start out with a relapsing-remitting form (RR), and most 

of them switch to a secondary progressive form (SP) within 10-30 years. Both 

genetic and environmental factors are involved in the development/ 

progression of MS and several studies point to a complex picture characterized 

by interactions between different combinations of scenes that may influence 

the immune response [44, 45]. In the MS context, OPN transcript is abundant 

in plaques dissected from brains of MS patients, whereas it is absent in the 

control brain tissue [46]. This finding was confirmed in rat experimental 

autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) by microarray cDNA analysis of spinal 

cord tissue. OPN protein levels had been evaluated in plasma, serum and 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of MS patients and the results were correlated with 

different clinical forms of MS. 
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Genetic variants (single nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs) of OPN 

determining a higher production of basal levels of the cytokine have been 

previously identified in the research laboratory of Immunology in Novara. 

Autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndrome (ALPS) and Dianzani autoimmune 

lymphoproliferative disease (DALD) patients present high serum levels of 

OPN [47] and tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1) [48]. In the 

Research Laboratory of Immunology in Novara, Dianzani and his team 

demonstrated that OPN haplotypes B and C are associated with an increased 

OPN production, a predisposition to DALD and a major risk of ALPS 

development. High levels of OPN might cause the observed increase in TIMP-

1, because OPN induces TIMP-1 secretion in monocytes. Since both molecules 

inhibit lymphocyte apoptosis in vitro, it seems likely that their high levels may 

contribute to ALPS and DALD development in subjects with hypofunctional 

FAS system. Moreover, OPN promotes T helper 1 (Th1)-mediated immunity 

and also plays a role in the development of T helper 17 (Th17) cells, which are 

pro-inflammatory Th cells characterized by the secretion of interleukin 17A 

(IL-17A) and interleukin 17F (IL-17F). These cytokines play a key role in host 

defence and inflammatory diseases [49]. 

 

Regarding the allergic diseases, OPN seems to have a role in the 

inflammation and in the systemic allergen sensitization process, since its 

expression was found in human eosinophils and increases after GM-CSF and 

IL-5 activation. Eosinophil-derived OPN contributes to eosinophil-induced 

angiogenesis while recombinant OPN promotes eosinophil chemotaxis in vitro, 

effect mediated by α4β1 integrin binding [50, 51]. There are some existing 

preliminary data, mainly regarding the asthma model [51-56].  

OPN deficiency seems to have a protective role against bronchial 

hyperresponsiveness and tissue remodeling in an animal model [57-50]. In 

addition, it has been shown that OPN expression in the bronchial wall is more 

represented in patients with asthma than in healthy subjects and is associated 

with tissue remodeling, severity degree of the disease and decline of pulmonary 

function over the time [60-63].  
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Moreover, OPN levels have been observed to be significantly increased 

in sputum supernatants of smoking asthmatic patients [64, 66].  

 

Interestingly, there are also some preliminary data regarding the 

association between OPN and asthma as comorbidity in patients with allergic 

rhinitis [67]. 

The only data regarding polimorphisms of SPP1, OPN gene, were found 

in a Puerto-Rican population, where some Authors found an association 

between some SNPs and the risk of asthma development [68]. 

 

With regard to allergic conditions other than asthma, scientific data are 

scanty. Contrasting results were found for allergic rhinitis where some Authors 

found that OPN expression in the nasal mucosa was comparable to that of 

healthy controls, and was not affected by allergen exposure [69]. 

OPN has been correlated with the onset and the chronicization of allergic 

contact dermatitis (that is a type 4, cell-mediated, hypersensitivity condition). 

[70-72].  

OPN serum levels have been also reported to be increased in 

Hymenoptera venom immunotherapy, assuming a possible protective role 

against reactions after insect re-puncture [73, 74].  

Interestingly, the suppression of OPN during H1-antihistamine 

(levocetirizine) assumption has been observed in a group of allergic subjects 

[75]. 

However, despite the existence of promising data in asthma, OPN in the 

other allergic conditions has not been extensively studied yet and the results are 

still not conclusive.  

 

The study of anti-osteopontin autoantibodies (anti-OPN autoAbs) 

potentially provides several applications because of OPN ubiquity, structural 

and functional role. In general, autoantibodies play a key pathogenetic role in 

the autoimmune diseases even though also healthy subjects show a 

spontaneous production of autoAbs, including anti-cytokine antibodies, that are 
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physiologically involved in the regulation of immune responses [76]. Steinman 

et at. showed that the induction of experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis 

(EAE) in a mouse model is correlated with the production of anti-OPN 

autoAbs and remission occurred when their titers peaked [77, 78]. Clemente et 

al. recently published the results of OPN serum levels detected by ELISA in 

122 patients with MS collected cross-sectionally, and 50 patients with 

relapsing-remitting (RR) disease collected at diagnosis and followed 

longitudinally for 10 years. In the cross-sectional group, the anti-OPN autoAbs 

levels resulted to be higher in the RR patients than in the primary- and 

secondary-progressive MS and healthy control groups, and at the initial stages 

of the disease. In the longitudinal group, the levels at diagnosis directly 

correlated with the number of relapses during the following 10 years. 

Furthermore, in patients who underwent disease-modifying treatments, 

autoAbs levels were higher than in untreated patients and were significantly 

associated with low MS severity score. The autoAbs displayed a neutralizing 

effect and mainly recognized OPN-C rather than OPN-N fragments. To 

confirm the clinical effect of anti-OPN autoAbs in vivo, EAE was induced 

using myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein MOG35-55 in C57BL/6 mice pre-

vaccinated with ovalbumin (OVA)-linked OPN or OVA alone. Vaccination 

significantly induced anti-OPN autoAbs production during EAE, decreased the 

degree of disease severity, and the protective effect was correlated with a 

reduced T cell secretion of IL-17 and IFN-γ ex vivo. The strongest effect was 

obtained with OPN-C, which induced significantly faster and more complete 

remission than other OPN vaccines. These preliminary data suggest that 

production of anti-OPN autoAbs may favor remission in both MS and EAE and 

new strategies boosting their levels, such as vaccination or passive 

immunization, may be studied as a future strategy in personalized MS therapy. 

[79].  

At the time of this writing, in literature there have been no published data 

regarding a possible association between anti-OPN autoAbs and allergic 

diseases. 
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33..  AAiimmss  

 

 

In the present study, we aimed to verify if OPN may qualify as biomarker 

of an activated immune response in allergic patients belonging to two different 

ethnic groups: Caucasians and Asians.  

 

A Southeast Asian population of allergic subjects has been previously 

studied at the Singapore Immunology Network (SIgN), within the Agency for 

Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR) in Singapore, in order to 

evaluate both allergic sensitization patterns and respiratory symptoms 

manifestations in a tropical urban environment [80]. This study demonstrated 

that two independent cohorts of 576 and 7373 ethnic Chinese subjects living in 

Singapore presented an allergic sensitization pattern that is almost exclusively 

directed to house dust mites (HDM), since a percentage of 80% of the 

individuals were HDM-sIgE positive. Of these, less than 30% had serum 

specific IgE (sIgE) for any other aeroallergens. In addition, HDM-sIgE titers 

were statistically higher in comparison to non-HDM allergen sIgE titers. 

Interestingly, the population of migrants from non-tropical countries presented 

low or non-detectable sIgE against HDM, but showed a time-dependent 

increase of HDM-sIgE levels. Moreover, subjects remaining for a prolonged 

time in Singapore presented also a significant and remarkable impairment of 

respiratory symptoms (allergic rhinitis and/or asthma), that was associated with 

the time-dependent, progressively higher HDM-sensitization. 

 

These observations are in line with the “Hygiene Hypothesis”: many 

scientific evidences nowadays support the hypothesis that in the last decades a 

decreased microbial exposure due to a life-style “Westernization”, increased 

cleanliness and reduced family size, could explain the globally augmented 

prevalence of allergic diseases [81]. 
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The main purposes of the present study were the following: 

1. to create a case record of subjects phenotypically compatible with 

allergic diseases diagnosed through officially recognized methods; 

2. to create a bio-bank of DNA and biological samples representing two 

genetically different allergic populations: one of Caucasian origins and the 

other one from Southeast Asia; 

3. to identify new serological markers (such as OPN and IgG anti-OPN 

autoAbs) that may be correlated with immune activation in allergic diseases; 

4. to validate and compare molecular risk profiles for allergic diseases in 

Caucasian and Southeast Asian cohorts; 

5. to evaluate and compare molecular risk profiles for allergic diseases in 

different subsets of patients (e.g. gender, age, ethnicity, etc.). 
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44..  MMaatteerriiaallss  aanndd  mmeetthhooddss  

 

 

4.1 Study design and patients  

 

This is a cross-sectional study aimed to investigate OPN and IgG anti-

OPN AutoAbs as possible emerging biomarkers of the immune response in 

common allergic diseases (i.e., allergic asthma, allergic rhinitis, allergic contact 

dermatitis, IgE – sensitization to beta-lactams, Hymenoptera venom allergy, 

food allergy). The trial was previously approved by the Institutional Ethical 

Committee of “Maggiore della Carità” University Hospital, Novara (NO), 

(protocol number: 986/CE; study number: CE 140/14). 

 

Adults who met the diagnostic criteria established by international 

guidelines for the allergic diseases mentioned above, were identified both 

retrospectively and prospectively. 

For the retrospective recruitment, subjects potentially suffering from 

allergies were identified on the basis of their clinical history from the 

Allergology and Clinical Immunology Unit, “Maggiore della Carità” 

University Hospital, Novara. At the time of informed consent and enrollment, 

patients answered a questionnaire regarding demographics, medical history 

(family and personal) and specific information on their allergic diseases. 

Patients data and blood samples were immediately made anonymous after their 

collection and were identified by a code (with deleted sensitive data, such as 

name and surname, date of birth, address etc.). All the data useful to re-identify 

patients were stored in a separate archive. 

 

Inclusion criteria were the following: 
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- male or female patients, aged 18 years and over, suffering from allergic 

diseases (allergic asthma, allergic rhinitis, allergic contact dermatitis, allergic 

sensitization to beta-lactams, Hymenoptera venom allergy, food allergy) 

diagnosed according to criteria and methods established by official guidelines; 

- signed and dated informed consent. 

 

Subjects with the following conditions were excluded: 

- patients under 18 years of age; 

- inflammatory conditions and/or infectious episodes during the last 

month; 

- immunodeficiency/immunosuppression; 

- systemic autoimmune diseases; 

- malignancies. 

 

About the Singaporean cohort, ethnic Chinese subjects were recruited at 

the National University of Singapore (NUS) as a part of an ongoing national 

study on the prevalence of allergic diseases. Volunteers were then classified as 

individuals with allergic rhinitis, asthma, and healthy controls using a 

questionnaire collecting information on demographics and medical history, and 

based on the Allergic Rhinitis Impact on Asthma (ARIA) [82] and 

International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) guidelines 

[83]. The volunteers also underwent a skin prick test using a panel of  allergens 

common in Singapore (including Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus, Blomia 

tropicalis, Elaeis guineensis, and Curvularia lunata). The initial discovery 

cohort consisted of a total of 576 ethnic chinese volunteers. 
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4.2 DNA extraction  

 

Genomic DNA was extracted from an aliquot of whole blood using 

"Gentra reagents PureGene" (Qiagen). Biological samples (serum/plasma) and 

DNA were stored at -80° C for further investigations: i.e., genomic DNA 

polymorphisms (+1239A>C and -156G>GG) of OPN gene, that were 

previously associated with various autoimmune diseases, might be of interest. 

 

 

4.3 Molecular Biomarkers and ELISA Assay 

 

Presence and levels of serum biomarkers (OPN and IgG anti-OPN 

autoAbs) in the Caucasian cohort were assessed by enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay test (ELISA), according to the protocol provided by the 

manufacturer (Human Osteopontin Duoset, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, 

USA, for OPN assessment; ‘in house’ ELISA kit for IgG anti-OPN AutoAbs 

detection). The optical density was measured at 450 nm with a microplate 

reader (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). The I-smart program was used to create a 

regression curve. The precision of the test is measured as a coefficient of 

variation (CV) from the mean value. 

Both intra-assay and inter-assay precision should always be considered. 

Intra-assay precision is the reproducibility between ELISA test wells within an 

assay. This allows to run multiple replicates of the same sample simultaneously 

on one plate and get similar results. Inter-assay precision is the reproducibility 

between assays, using multiple kits over a period of time. R&D Systems 

Quantikine Immunoassays have CV values less than 10% across the standard 

curve for both intra- and inter-assay precision, according technical datasheet.  

In the Singaporean cohort, OPN plasma values were assessed by ELISA 

(same kit used in Novara, R&D Systems) and by Luminex test 

(Milliplex Map Bone Metabolism Multiplex Assay, Merck Millipore). 
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4.4 Western blot 

 

Western blots were carried out using commercial gradient gels and rabbit 

polyclonal anti-OPN IgG antibody (ab8448, Abcam) as primary antibody, 

while the secondary antibody was an anti-rabbit horseradish peroxidase (HRP) 

conjugated from Cell Signaling Technology (Cat. No. 7074P).  

N.=49 plasma samples were randomly selected for Western blot analysis 

from the 80 plasma samples previously processed with ELISA test for OPN 

levels detection. 

 

 

4.5 Phos-Tag™ gels 

 

Phos-Tag™ (Wako) is a novel phosphate-binding tag at physiological pH 

[84-89]. Phos-Tag™ SDS-PAGE is an electrophoresis technique capable of 

separating phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated proteins based on 

phosphorylation levels. Western blot can be employed after electrophoresis. 

This technique can be also useful in detecting new phosphosites. In the Phos-

Tag™, two metallic ions (manganese or zinc) trap phosphoproteins during 

migration: the higher amount of phosphorylation, the slower the migration 

velocity. Separation occurs based on the phosphorylation levels. 

 

We carried out several experiments with Phos-Tag™ and a positive 

control, bovine casein (Sigma), treated or not with calf intestinal alkaline 

phosphatase (Promega) at different timepoints and in different buffers; 

subsequently, we applied the same protocols for OPN. 

 

 

4.6 Bioinformatics analysis 

 

In a primary data analysis, a case/control approach was used comparing 

the results obtained in cases with respect to controls. In a secondary analysis, 
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all the data obtained were compared among the various groups of patients (i.e., 

subjects with different allergic diseases) to investigate a possible trend of 

differences in the groups.  

Serological data were compared using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney 

U test or Kruskal-Wallis test.  

The approximation of population distribution to normality was 

investigated by using statistics for kurtosis and symmetry. As the results were 

asymmetrically distributed, they were presented as median values and 

percentiles.  

All P-values are 2-tailed and the significance cut-off was P < 0.05.  

GraphPadPrism and TIBCO Spotfire softwares were used to perform 

biostatistics analysis and related graphs.  

ImageJ software was used to quantify, in arbitrary units (pixels), the 

thickness of full lenght OPN and OPN fragments bands. 
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55..  RReessuullttss  

 

 

In the Italian cohort, data related to a series of 121 adult patients, 57 

males and 64 females (mean age: 48 years; median age: 49 years) with 

different allergic diseases, were studied: 40 patients (33%) had allergic rhinitis, 

25 (21%) allergic asthma, 21 (17%) Hymenoptera venom allergy, 19 (16%) 

food allergy, 13 (11%) allergic contact dermatitis, and 3 (2%) IgE-mediated 

hypersensitivity to beta-lactams (figure 2). 116 healthy subjects with similar 

demographic characteristics and no history of allergic symptoms/autoimmune 

diseases/chronic inflammatory diseases/malignancies served as controls. Data 

were analyzed comparing cases to controls, as well as looking for subgroup 

differences within the group of allergic patients. 

 

OPN prevalence and serum levels were statistically higher in cases with 

respect to controls (median: 10330.8 pg/ml; interquartile range: 25th 5712.49 

pg/ml, 75th 16476.21 vs median 6099.12 pg/ ml; interquartile range 25th 

3122.57 pg/ml, 75th 14519.91 pg/ml; P = 0.001 by the Mann-Whitney test).  

 

OPN levels were statistically higher in patients with asthma (median: 

13083.83 pg/ml; P = 0.0269), followed by those, less significant, observed in 

the food allergy group (median: 10204.33 pg/ml; P = 0.046), in comparison to 

controls. Not significantly different OPN levels were detected in patients with 

Hymenoptera venom allergy (median: 13289.95 pg/ml; P = 0.0624), allergic 

rhinitis (median: 9431.2504 pg/ml; P = 0.1277) and allergic contact dermatitis 

(median: 6380.44 pg/ml; P =0.39). Patients with IgE-mediated sensitization to 

beta-lactams had heterogeneous values, not statistically different in comparison 

to controls (P = 0.47) (figure 3). 

 

No statistical differences were found between males and females in cases 

(P = 0.07 by the Mann-Whitney test), whereas in the healthy controls males  
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presented higher OPN serum values with respect to females (P = 0.01182). 

Made exception for allergic rhinitis and Hymenoptera venom allergy groups, 

males show higher OPN serum levels in comparison to females, as general 

trend, even though the P value does not reach the statistical significance (P < 

0.05). No male patients with CD were recruited, probably due to the low 

representation of the male gender in the disease epidemiology (figure 4). 

 

Regarding serum IgG anti-OPN autoantibodies, both prevalence and 

titers resulted to be statistically lower in allergic patients with respect to 

controls (median: 0.179 pg/ml; interquantile range: 25th 0.060 pg/ml, 75th 0.227 

pg/ml vs median 0.250 pg/ml: interquantile range: 25th 0.152 pg/ml, 75th 0.367 

pg/ml; P < 0.0001). 

 

Significantly lower levels of anti-OPN autoantibodies versus controls 

were found in patients with Hymenoptera venom allergy (median: 0.067 pg/ml; 

P < 0.0001), allergic rhinitis (median: 0.107 pg/ml; P = 0.0009), allergic 

contact dermatitis (median: 0.078 pg/ml; P = 0.0011) and asthma (median: 

0.123 pg/ml; P = 0.0013); conversely, the statistical correlation for the food 

allergy group seems to be less significant (median: 0.185 pg/ml; P = 0.0575). 

Patients with IgE-mediated sensitization to beta-lactams presented 

heterogeneous results, not statistically different with respect to controls (P= 

0.175) (figure 5). 

 

In parallel, OPN levels were analyzed and compared also in both 

asthmatic cases (“lifetime asthma”) and healthy controls of a Singaporean 

cross-sectional cohort. 

The two groups did not present significant differences of OPN plasma 

levels (P = 0.597) (figure 6) detected by Luminex in 74 patients with lifetime 

asthma and 257 healthy subjects.  

However, comparing OPN plasma levels in males and females, a 

remarkably strong gender effect was shown. In the control group, for instance, 

a statistical difference was found between 131 males and 111 females (P < 
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0.0001), with OPN plasma values higher in males versus females. The gender 

effect was confirmed in the asthmatics group (45 males and 26 females), where 

males presented significantly higher OPN plasma levels in comparison to 

females (P < 0.0001) (figure 7). 

 

Due to the deep discrepancies observed about OPN levels between the 

Italian and the Singaporean cohorts, OPN plasma levels were revalued through 

ELISA assay in a subgroup of 80 samples belonging to the same Singaporean 

cohort previously analyzed by Luminex. 

 

In this new dataset, a strongly significant difference was recorded both in 

asthma cases (6 males and 4 females) and healthy controls (15 males and 22 

females) between males and females (P < 0.0001) (figure 8). 

 

Considering the strong gender effect, the mRNA expression levels of 

SPP1 gene were checked in whole blood of males and females of the 

Singaporean cohort with Illumina chips (2 probes), and no difference was 

found (figure 9). Consequently, we hypothesized that antibody recognition, in 

ELISA and Luminex assays, could have been affected by qualitative 

differences of OPN between males and females. 

 

We carried out several experiments to verify if possible post-

transcriptional/post-translational modifications of OPN could interfere with 

antibody detection, thus leading  to possible gender differences. Consequently, 

we set up several experiments, mainly represented by Western Blots with 

commercial gradient gels, potentially showing possible qualitative differences, 

(in terms of the thickness of the bands or in the number of the bands) related to 

OPN isoforms, between males and females. 

 

At a first glance, the full length (FL) OPN isoform presents two 

significant and different bands: the upper one (FL1) is thicker, the smallest one 

(FL2) is slightly fainter. We interpreted this finding as a result of the protein 
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metabolism, since OPN is cleaved in two equal fragments by thrombin enzyme 

for its functional activation. Other lower bands are quite clearly visible in the 

Western blots, and correspond to the fragments of OPN after its cleavage by 

other enzymes, i.e. carboxypeptidase B and metalloproteinases. 

 

While a correlation between FL2 OPN and fragments bands could not be 

shown (r = 0.03248), FL1 OPN and fragments bands seemed to be slightly 

correlated (r = 0.23), thus demonstrating a possible metabolic association 

between FL OPN and the fragments production after OPN enzymatic cleavage. 

 

Actually no qualitative/quantitative differences in the Western Blot bands 

were found between males and females, asthmatics and healthy controls, in 

terms of thickness of the bands related to both full lenght OPN and OPN 

fragments. A trend towards increased thickness of the upper FL OPN bands, 

however, was found in males versus females, not reaching the statistical 

significance though (P = 0.0966) (figures 10, 11).  

 

We wondered also if post-translational modifications, such as 

phosphorylation, could interfere with antibody recognition in the tests used 

(Luminex, ELISA assays). Consequently, several experiments with Phos-Tag 

gels were set up to investigate if any possible difference in OPN phosphosites 

could have been detectable. However, whilst the Phos-Tag positive control 

represented by bovine casein, another phosphoprotein, is properly represented 

in its different bands, corresponding to different phosporylation status, the 

experiments resulted to be technically difficult and not conclusive for OPN, 

also probably due to the low levels of the protein normally found in plasma 

(figures 12, 13, 14). 
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66..  DDiissccuussssiioonn  aanndd  ccoonncclluussiioonn  

 

 

This is the first study investigating and comparing OPN and IgG anti-

OPN autoAbs systemic levels in the most common allergic diseases. OPN 

serum values were found to be statistically higher in allergic asthma and food 

allergy groups in a Caucasian population. OPN seems to be a new potentially 

useful biomarker in active, current allergic asthma – and not in “lifetime 

asthma” -, as its high proinflammatory role reflects the inflammatory condition 

in the patients that are affected by the disease. In the asthmatic Caucasian 

cohort, all the subjects were clinically stable, taking long-term treatment with 

inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) and only one patient presented severe asthma. 

OPN serum levels were statistically significant also in the food allergy 

group: this is an interesting result, since no valid biomarkers for diagnosing 

and monitoring food allergy have been identified yet. Nevertheless, large-scale 

population-based studies are needed in order to confirm these data. 

 

The Singaporean population did not show a statistically significant 

association between allergic asthma and OPN systemic levels. This observation 

can be mainly explained by the fact that the asthmatic cases of the Singaporean 

cohort were recruited based on a validated ARIA/ISAAC questionnaire and 

were not regularly followed up by a medical doctor. ISAAC, 

(International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood) is a unique 

worldwide epidemiological research programme established in 1991 to 

investigate the prevalence of asthma, rhinitis and eczema due to considerable 

concern that these conditions were increasing in Western as well as in 

developing countries. Current data on the clinical conditions or functional test 

(such as spirometry test, fractional exhaled nitric oxide, etc.) of the enrolled 

subjects were not available; through the questionnaire tool, it is known that 

they presented asthmatic symptoms at least once in their life, condition defined 

as “lifetime asthma”. At the moment of this writing, it is believed that this 
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observation represents the main reason explaining the different results on OPN 

systemic levels between the two, ethnically different, asthmatic groups. Despite 

the bias, the study of these two cohorts allowed us to state that OPN cannot be 

considered as an universally acceptable marker of asthma; on the contrary, it 

can represent a promising biomarker of allergic inflammation in current, active 

asthma.  

 

The gender effect observed within the Singaporean population, both in 

cases and controls, is quite remarkable. The same gender effect, even though 

less evident, was observed in the Italian control group. Assuming that no 

differences of SPP1 mRNA expression levels, between males and females, 

were observed in whole blood, it can be hypothesized that some post-

transcriptional/post-translational modifications of the protein possibly may lead 

to the gender difference observed, with males presenting higher detectable 

levels of OPN with respect to females. 

 

OPN as nascent protein can go through a proteolytic processing and be 

activated by different enzymes (i.e., thrombin, carboxypeptidase B and 

metalloproteinases). These various structural isoforms theoretically could 

influence the overall OPN detection through common assays (e.g., ELISA, 

Luminex, Western blot, etc.).  

 

It is commonly known that another post-translational modification like 

phosphorylation is an important regulatory mechanism that occurs in both 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms, since reversible phosphorylation results 

in activation or deactivation of enzymes or receptors. OPN is highly 

phosphorylated in serine, threonine and tyrosine amino acidic residues (36 

phosphorylation sites globally). Phosphate groups, that are essential for OPN 

role in biomineralization, can lead to a change in the conformational status of 

the molecule itself and, consequently, be involved in the pathogenesis of 

immune diseases and in the immune senescence phenomenon as well.  
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Currently, there are several technical difficulties to assess if post-

translational protein modifications may interfere with antibody recognition 

through Western Blot technique. This phenomenon is probably due to the 

intrinsically disordered structure of OPN, its complex (and still unclear) 

metabolism, and its low expression levels in whole blood (figure 15). The 

laboratory tests that are currently available in commerce present different 

limitations: i.e., the antibody used in the ELISA assay does not recognize OPN 

fragments but only the full lenght protein; however, the same antibody can 

recognize also the fragments if used for Western blot. Furthermore, it is unclear 

why can we detect phosphosites in casein and we can dephosphorylate it, while 

for OPN is not possible yet, at the optimal conditions requested. 

 

Concerning the autoAbs detection, different articles show discrepancies 

data about both prevalence and titers of autoAbs directed against cytokines. 

One of the problems is to establish whether these differences are due to 

intrinsic heterogeneity of the the population in analysis or to the method used 

to detect the autoAbs. Usually the most common assays used by the Authors 

are represented by ELISA test and Western blot. Both of them use recombinant 

cytokines that are immobilized in plastic wells (ELISA) or in Polyvinylidene 

Fluoride (PVDF) or nitrocellulose membrane (WB); the cytokines are bound 

by the autoAbs present in serum samples and then are revealed by horseradish 

peroxidase- or alkaline phosphatase-conjugated secondary antibodies. 

 

In general, anti-human IgG polyclonal antibodies are employed to 

investigate the memory responses and avoid the aspecific binding of IgM 

autoAbs. One problem is represented by the formulation of the recombinant 

protein considered, since its conformational status can change and important 

epitopes displayed in the wild-type protein may be lost in the assay. 

Secondarily, the detection of autoAbs can be difficult for the presence of either 

immune complexes - between autoAbs and endogenous cytokines - and 

multispecific heterophilic antibodies giving false positive signals. Technical 
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bias should be carefully avoided in setting up a reliable immunological test for 

autoAbs. 

 

In the present study, IgG anti-OPN autoAbs serum levels were mostly 

decreased in Italian patients affected with Hymenoptera venom allergy, that is 

the most pure IgE-mediated allergy type with no underlying inflammation. IgG 

anti-OPN autoAbs were statistically lower also in patients with allergic rhinitis, 

asthma and allergic contact dermatitis, with respect to controls. On the 

contrary, anti-OPN autoAbs were not significantly different in the food allergy 

group in comparison to healthy controls. A further analysis of IgA anti-OPN 

autoAbs could be of great interest to investigate the production of anti-OPN 

autoAbs in the digestive tract and to clarify this scientific observation. 
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77..  FFuuttuurree  ppeerrssppeeccttiivveess  

 

 

Osteopontin seems to represent a good biomarker of asthmatic 

inflammation in case of active, current respiratory symptoms. In order to make 

this observation more robust, our future direction will be to study a greater 

number of Italian asthmatics, from Novara and Vercelli hospital Allergy Units, 

and also a cohort of Singaporean subjects with doctor-diagnosed asthma (the 

recruitment carried out with a questionnaire may represents a scientific bias). 

Hopefully it will be possible to correlate OPN levels with other markers of 

inflammation (i.e., exhaled nitric oxide, systemic periostin levels, etc.), and 

assess whether OPN can be also recognized as an organ (lung, in this case)-

specific biomarker.  

 

In parallel, evaluating a major number of individuals with food allergy 

would be desirable, since the significance for OPN was statistically borderline. 

This would be particularly interesting since, so far, there are no biomarkers for 

food allergy officially recognized. In addition, would be also interesting to 

study how other anti-OPN autoAbs behave, in particular IgA isotype class.  

 

The importance of these future developments is based on the constant 

search for reliable biomarkers for allergic diseases. At the moment, in fact, 

there are no systemic biomarkers that can be helpful to quantify the allergic 

inflammation. The only promising data regards periostin, another protein from 

the bone tissue, that seems to be strongly associated with airways eosinophilia 

and Th-2 driven, severe asthma [90]. 

The discovery of specific biomarkers would be also very useful in order 

to determine the phenotype of the patients, evaluate their clinical prognosis and 

tailor the right treatment for each phenotype.  
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AAppppeennddiixx  

 

 

Figures  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1  

Osteopontin isoforms and proteolytic processing.  
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Figure 2 

Clinical characteristics of the 121 allergic patients recruited in Novara, Italy, sorted 

for allergic disease: 57 males and 64 females >18 y.o.. Mean age: 48 years; median 

age: 49 years. 
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Figure 3  

OPN serum values in cases and healthy controls (HC). OPN serum levels were 

significantly higher in cases versus controls (P = 0.001). Statistically higher levels 

were found in asthma (P = 0.0269) and food allergy groups (P = 0.046) in 

comparison to HC. 
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Figure 4 

Gender effect on OPN plasma levels in asthmatics and in healthy controls (HC) in 

the Italian cohort. No difference was found between males and females in the 

allergic groups, while a significant difference was recorded in the healthy controls 

(P = 0.01182). HS_BV = hypersensitivity to bee and vespids venom. 
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Figure 5 

IgG anti-OPN autoAbs serum values in cases and healthy controls (HC). Prevalence 

and titers of serum IgG anti-OPN autoAbs were significantly lower in cases with 

respect to controls (P < 0.0001). Lower levels of autoAbs versus controls were 

found in patients with Hymenoptera venom allergy (P < 0.0001), allergic rhinitis (P 

= 0.0009), allergic contact dermatitis (P = 0.0011) and asthma (P = 0.0013), but not 

in the food allergy group (P = 0.0575). β-lactam = IgE-mediated hypersensitivity to 

β-lactams. Hymenoptera = Hymenoptera venom allergy. 
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Figure 6 

OPN plasma levels, evaluated by Luminex assay, in asthmatics and in healthy 

controls in the Singaporean cohort. No significant difference was recorded 

between the two groups (P = 0.597). 
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Figure 7 

Gender effect on OPN plasma levels in asthmatics and healthy controls (HC) 

of the Singaporean population (SIgN). A statistically strong difference was 

found between males and females in both groups (P < 0.0001). 
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Figure 8 

Gender effect on OPN plasma levels detected by ELISA assay in asthmatics 

and in healthy controls in the Singaporean cohort. A statistical difference 

between males and females was found in healthy controls and in the asthmatics 

(P < 0.0001). A gender difference was confirmed at protein level.  
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Figure 9 

Gender effect on SPP1 mRNA expression levels in whole blood detected by 

Illumina chips in the Singaporean cohort. No significant difference was 

detectable between males and females. 
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Figure 10 

OPN isoforms detected by Western Blot in plasma samples from the 

Singaporean cohort. Lanes 1 and 14: marker/protein ladder 4 µL; lanes 2-13: 

plasma samples 30 µL; lane 15: hrOPN 1 µL of 1:100 (stock concentration: 

100 μg/mL). The upper red arrow indicates the full length OPN (FL), with 

upper band (FL1) and lower band (FL2) (molecular weight: ~65 kDa). The 

lower red arrow indicates OPN fragments (molecular weight: ~23 kDa). 
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Figure 11 

Gender difference of OPN isoforms detected in plasma samples from the 

Singaporean cohort. The results are based on no. 4 Western Blots with 48 

plasma samples previously analyzed by ELISA test. No significant difference 

between males and females was detectable in terms of thickness of the bands 

(expressed in arbitrary units, pixels) analyzed through ImageJ software.  
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Figure 12 

Commercial gradient gel stained with Coomassie solution. A saline solution of 

bovine casein (Sigma), treated or not treated with alkaline phosphatase (AP, 

Promega) was used as positive control to study the differential electrophoretic 

migration of the phospo-bands in the gel. Numbered lanes are the following: 

1: Page Ruler, 5 µL; 2: casein without AP, 5 µL; 3: casein + AP at 30’, 5 µL; 

4: casein + AP at 60’, 5 µL; 5: casein + AP at 120’, 5 µL; 6: casein + AP at 

180’, 5 µL. Casein final concentration: 3.3 µg/µL (loaded amount: 16.50 µg). 
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Figure 13 

Phos-Tag gel stained with Coomassie solution. A saline solution of bovine 

casein (Sigma), treated or not treated with alkaline phosphatase (AP, Promega) 

was used as positive control to study the differential electrophoretic migration 

of the phospo-bands in the gel. Numbered lanes are the following: 1: Page 

Ruler, 5 µL; 2: casein w/o AP, 5 µL; 3: casein + AP at 30’, 5 µL; 4: casein + 

AP at 60’, 5 µL; 5: casein + AP at 120’, 5 µL; 6: casein + AP at 180’, 5 µL. 

Casein final concentration: 3.3 µg/µL (loaded amount: 16.50 µg). 
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Figure 14 

Western Blot with anti-phosphoserine antibodies. OPN: osteopontin; CSK: 

casein kinase I; AP: alkaline phosphatase. While for casein the difference in 

the phospho-sites (before and after treatment with AP) is quite remarkable in 

terms of different bands with different molecular weight, for osteopontin such 

a difference is not detectable through this technique.  
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Figure 15 

SPP1 expression in various tissues: high in the brain and at renal level, while in  

the whole blood the levels are less represented.
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